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Monaro Benchmarking Tour
From March 7th to 9th a busload of 70 farmers visited
five Monaro properties as part of the 2018 Holmes &
Sackett benchmarking tour. The participants came
from far and wide; WA, TAS, Flinders Island and NSW.
The five farms visited included Quinburra, Tintagel
Pastoral Co (Maharatta), Nandawar, Pineleigh and
Greendale. Hazeldean generously hosted dinner and
discussed their breeding program, and the group were
inspired by Jane Cay at Birdsnest.
The feedback was all very positive and there was lots
of praise over the passion displayed for each
operation. Farms with singular or few enterprises and
clear business objectives were highly commended.
Guests filled out a general feedback form and some of
the comments included:

What was driving the success of the host farms
and why were they successful?
“Mostly long term ownership but they are also
competitive individuals who have a long term focus
and don’t get caught up in fads”
“Good labour efficiency”
“Their love of what they are doing drives them as well
as their spending and being aware of the next
generation”
“Passion and clear goals – did not get caught up in
fads”
“Family farming with minimal outside labour works”
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Kelly Dowling, a participant on the Monaro tour, runs
a family partnership on the Southern Tablelands. She
was asked to give us some feedback on how
benchmarking has benefited her business over the
previous 30 years. Some of her comments are
summarised below;
Our business DOWLING PASTORAL
• Family Partnership – made up of parents, myself (home
for 18 years) and recently younger brother (5 years)
• Self replacing Poll merino flock– ave Micron 17
• Focus on wool profit drivers and simplicity – stay with
what we are good at
• Have benchmarked for over 30 years – it is historical but
use it to evaluate and then plan
Why benchmarking?
• Gives you faith and confidence that you are making the
right decisions or have the best practices in place –
especially in bigger steps or goals
• Continually gives you room for focus or inspiration or
goals
• 30 years of data has given us a sound understanding of
where the business was and where we can move it
forward with the next generation(good succession
backing)
• Finding someone you resonate with and respect has
been a key outcome for myself personally and business
growth wise.

For Kelly its all about the four “C’s”
CLARITY
Seeing your business with Clear and open eyes which
will allow growth and understanding of where we’ve
been and where we are heading
CONNECTIONS
Finding people or businesses that you connect and
resonate with and become your core connections and
light bulb moments
COMFORT ZONE
Forcing yourself out of your comfort zone – finding
your vision or plan of a way forward by putting your
business out there
CAPACITY
Searching for your capacity within a safe and
respectful environment – understanding your potential.
MFS would love to encourage members to join our
benchmarking group for the 2017/18 financial year.
Please contact Georgie Hood (0487 186 419) or
Nancy Spoljaric (0438 066 322) if you are
interested.

Native vegetation legislation - update
Benefits she gets from her benchmarking group
• No better way to learn than by building sustainable and
trustworthy connections with a farm business, person or
group in a successful similar business. Driven and
successful focused people push driven and successful
people.
• Once you get over the vulnerability of sharing data within
a group it becomes empowering and stimulating.
• Doesn’t have to be
big changes sometimes
but can be simple and
small tweaks that can
make your business
better.

A recent media release stated John Barilaro has
allocated $75,000 to MFS. These funds are primarily to
engage Stuart Burge to do a formal review of the
Biodiversity Act as it relates to Monaro native
grasslands. The aim by June 2018 is to formulate an
alternative native grasslands assessment method that
more accurately targets high conservation areas. It is
important these areas are accurately identified to
achieve good conservation outcomes without imposing
unnecessary regulation on agricultural land, limit
agricultural production on lower conservation areas, or
hamstring producer’s ability to control weeds. Stuart
will be working closely with landholders to ensure that
any assessment methodology is well tested and
implemented in a way that it is accepted and embraced
by all landholders.
$300,000 has also been allocated to the LLS –
sustainable land management arm, to collaborate with
partners such as MFS on research, tools and resource
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development to ensure the regulations and relevant
management options are regionally specific and
workable.
MFS has two representatives (Richard Taylor, John
Murdoch) on the local review / stakeholder panel for
any pilot projects.
On the 29th March 2018 the Federal Government
announced an independent review into the interaction
between agriculture and the Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act).
The review will be headed by Wendy Craik, who is the
chairwoman of the Australian Rural Leadership
Foundation, and a former executive director of the
National Farmers' Federation (NFF).
MFS continues to be involved in the review process.

MFS welcomes Livinia Evans to the
traineeship program for 2018

Livinia Evans, a local girl from Cooma, is enjoying her
time working on properties across the Monaro having
been the successful candidate for this years MFS
traineeship program. Livinia was selected from a
strong field of six (6) local applicants and one (1)
applicant from Condobolin.
She finished Year 12 last year at Monaro High School
having chosen an agricultural focus in her subjects
over the last four years. As well as competing a Cert II
in Agriculture during school, she has worked casually
on properties, in shearing sheds and the Cooma sale
yards for many years.
Livinia is planning a long term career in Agriculture and
hoping to use this year as a stepping stone to study
Agriculture at Marcus Oldham Agricultural College in
2019. She has a “particular interest in the fields of

genetic engineering, agronomy and property
management”, but currently is just enjoying improving
her practical skills.
Livinia has worked on five (5) properties to date and
helped with fencing, drenching sheep, pregnancy
scanning, general property maintenance and shed
handing. She has also completed two weeks of the
“Hay Inc Certificate” and attended a one (1) day quad
bike safety course at “Coolringdon”. As part of her Hay
Inc course she has completed modules in working dog
training, small engine and motorbike maintenance,
shed management & wool handling, stock water
maintenance, WH&S and sheep handling & yard work.
AWI have once again pledged support for the program
with a cash donation of $1000 to help fund Livinia’s
participation in wool related, training courses. MFS
would like to thank AWI for this on-going support.
Livinia has several intrests including swimming, theatre
and a passion for horse riding. She has taken a lead
role in many of her high school pursuits and has been
a hard working member of multiple teams.
MFS wishes her all the best for the rest of the year and
hopes the traineeship will give her added confidence
and capability in the many facets of the agricultural
Industry. For the first time this year MFS has allocated
a training budget of $5,000 to help fund training
activities.
The MFS Board, with input from the program initiator
Craig Mitchell, will review the program in June this year
to ensure we are adequately managing all the risks
that come with employing young people in a rural
workplace.
The program has a strong profile in the community with
two very keen candidates for 2019 already expressing
their interest.

Livinia helps Angus Litchfield to drench weaners at “Springfield”,
Mila.
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Drench Resistance Trials

MFS has conducted 10 of the 15 drench resistance
trials as part of our AWI funded “Waging the War on
Worms” project. We also have funding for 10 fluke
resistance trials to be done over this autumn / winter.
The six chemical groups tested include;
1. Control (Undrenched)
2. BZ (White)
3. Levamisole
4. Moxidectin (Mectin)
5. Closantel
6. Monepantel (Zolvix)

Over the 10 properties, worm type included 51%
barbers pole, 23% black scour, 19% brown stomach
and 6% large bowel worm.
Some interesting conclusions to date include;
• Results are farm specific
• Barbers Pole Present on 9/10 farms and
accounted for half the egg output
• All farms had black scour and brown stomach
worms
• Barbers Pole has the most control options, but
highest level of resistance to mectins.
• BZ (white drenches) have no role except in
combination
• Triple (BZ/Lev/Mectin) and Zolvix working on
all 10 farms
• BZ/Lev Combination resistance is very
prevalent
The following tables summarize the overall
average drench effectiveness and the % of
farms where each chemical was effective.
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Matt Playford (Dawbuts veterinarian) will be attending the next Field Day to present a more comprehensive analysis
of the results including results from his current research which is comparing the current standard faecal egg count test
against a much more sensitive and faster turnaround time test.
Please contact Nancy if you would like a drench resistance trial for worms or fluke done on your property.

MFS Updates……
• A “new look” MFS Website is on the way which
is hoped to make the website more interactive
and user friendly as well as handle more
sophisticated customized platforms for
accessing MFS information such as weather
stations, moisture probes, soil tests and worm
test updates. We hope to integrate a payment
gateway for membership renewals and an
updated event registration system.
• The MFS Board held a day recently focused on
discussing the strategic direction of MFS. Some
actions included offering a tiered membership
option for 2019, marketing our organization
more professionally, driving more membership
growth, scoping out various value propositions
such as machinery crop circles, access to price
discovery tables, buyers groups, contracting
rings etc.
• MFS will be soon circulating a 2018 member
survey to update our profile statistics and hear

from members how we can improve and offer
more value to your membership.
• MFS has recently been successful in gaining
$41,264 from MLA to run a steer finishing
producer demonstration site which will ground
truth the modeling work done by Doug Alcock.
The actual profitability of finishing steers on
various grass pasture and crop systems will be
validated and the economics compared against a
base autumn weaner sell system. Unfortunately,
due to seasonal conditions many of the sites
have had to be delayed until next year.

Photo courtesy of Andrea Mitchell
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Season 1 - Lamb Finishing Results
Results of the nine lamb finishing systems that have been measured over the previous spring / summer were
recently presented at the MFS Field Day 6th April. Due to the large variation between sites in pasture species &
type, previous grazing’s, inputs, rainfall, soil type etc. the results should be looked at on an individual basis rather
than in comparison. These systems will again be measured this coming spring/summer to add strength to the
data including calculations of the economic return from each system.
The pasture systems represented include lucerne, plantain, forage brassica and special purpose pastures
including fescue, ryegrass / clover and clover / lucerne / chickory.

Results from Year 1
System

Entry Biomass
kgDM/ha
2nd
grazing

Lucerne / Phalaris

1st
grazing
2.2t

Lucerne

3t

1.1

High Perf pasture

Feed Quality
energy
MJ/kg/DM

Stocking Rate
/ ha

Total Intake
kgDM/ha
1st
grazing

11

Weight gain
g/hd/day

2nd
2nd
1st grazing
grazing
grazing
335
278
1095

118

1st
grazing

2nd
grazing

-18 **

19

10.7

30

1638

1.6t

9.8

19

1143

295

26

Hummer fescue

2t

9.8

36

1386

173

25

Clov/Plan/Lucerne

3.6

11.3

56

3191

295

26

Brassica - Shannon

6.2t

12.6

22295 gd

2229

263 *

-46 **

Brassica - Murdoch

3.5t

12.4

14476 gd

2171

262

nil

Brassica - Jeffreys

7t

12.8

48

2672

275

-70 **

Plantain

3.3t

10.5

60

4720

300

37

* = average for 3 grazings
** = minus figure due to significant leaf litter on ground decomposing and not available to animal
gd = grazing days

140

Pasture Growth
kg/ha/day
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MFS Worms Club – March 2018 Update

Please remember to send any copies of worm tests to Nancy so they can go in the worms club data base
(anonymous) for district reporting updates.

Doug Alcock delivers a seasonal outlook, Nimmitabel 6th April 2018….Patrice Clear and Mandy Horton both attended the event.
Photos courtesy Eliza Murdoch, Monaro Post.
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